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Announcing New Books from Sweden

   This book examines the recent economic development of African and Third World nations.

   This book analyses the economic development of Cameroon since the colonial period. (Under Print).

3. Premises and Process of Maldevelopment
   Franklin Vivekananda (ed.)
   The papers contained in this book include the conceptual premise and process of maldevelopment from both the Marxist and non-Marxist view points and from both the neo-liberal and neo-Marxist angels. The motivation for doing so is, rather, to open a forum for debate on overdevelopment, underdevelopment and dependent development with a view to find out the objective alternatives to overall maldevelopment.

   The book analyses the Nigerian policy towards the struggle for the liberation of Zimbabwe. The main emphasis is placed on Nigeria’s economic, and leadership capability that formulation of the Western Powers’ policies towards Zimbabwe.

5. Bangladesh Economy: Some Selected Issues
   Franklin Vivekananda (ed.)
   This Book analyses the present economic conditions in the country and suggests some alternative solutions for the future development. Fifteen scholars contributed papers on various subjects on Bangladesh socio-economic conditions. This is a useful reference book to libraries and research scholars.

6. Development Alternative
   Amalendu Guha and Franklin Vivekananda
   This is the alternative to the contemporary maldevelopment which consists the evil troika of underdevelopment and dependent development. The applicability of such a development alternative has been demonstrated through case studies. It is a must for the new generation development thinkers.

   The Indian experience discussed thread-bare in this book typifies the developments in TW countries, i.e., the gulf that exists between the loudly proclaimed aims and objectives of the ruling parties and their actions.

8. Socio-economic Conditions in Nigeria.
   This book analyses the past and present socio-economic-political conditions since independence.

9. Unemployment in Karnataka-South India.
   The first comprehensive unemployment investigation in the State of Karnataka-South India based on field investigation.

Bethany Books, Box 7444, 103 91 Stockholm, Sweden.